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ICE BLOCK MAKER                                                                               IBM380S - IBM220S 

The Minus 40 ice block machines have evolved for African operating conditions that is robust and reliable whilst 

being economical to run. The output is 28 ice blocks / batch of 10kgs or 56 blocks / batch of 5kg using the same 10ltr 

stainless steel ice form. The ice block machine can be specified in either 380volt, 3 phase electrical supply or 220volt, 

single phase supply. The 380volt machine will freeze water in 10 to 12 hours depending on ambient temperatures 

which will allow 2 batche sof ice every 24 hours. The equivalent 220volt ice maker will take 14 to 16 hours per batch 

of ice. 

The freezing basin is made from stainless steel and uses a water / glycol mixture in the basin that is the water 

freezing agent, resulting in a far superior longevity to a typical corrosive salt brine freezing agent used in many 

competitor products. 

To enable economical manufacturing, it is important to ensure that the refrigeration plant on the IBM is well 

ventilated (> 2000m3 / hour) and the ambient operating environment is kept as cool as possible. The IBM’s can also 

be specified with remotely located refrigeration units so that the cooling plant can be mounted externally to 

optimise air cooling (the client is responsible for arranging refrigerant gas charging during installation). The remote 

refrigeration unit is also supplied in 220volt (IBM220R) and 380volt (IBM380R) versions. 

 Minus40 will facilitate free operator training at our factory, ensuring operators effectively and reliably use the IBM. 

A user manual is supplied with the product.  

 

Size perspective of the IBM380S and 

IBM220S 

10Kg Ice Block and mould 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Unit Self-contained Refrigeration unit 

Compressor Standard Hermetic 

Voltage  AC220V, 50Hz or AC38V, 50Hz 

Power Requirements 12 Amps (22A Isolator required) 

Cooling Method Propylene-Glycol / Water Solution 

Harvest Cycle hours 14 - 16 Hours 

Ice Blocks per Cycle 28 x 10kg Blocks 

Ice Block Dimensions 600 x 180 x 145 
 

FEATURES 

This self contained IBM unit is fully portable. 

The cabinet is fitted with a freeze agent circulation pump in the basin. 

This unit produces ice in 28 stainless steel moulds. 

A green and eco-friendly freezer is CFC Free. 

This unit is supplied with an initial charge of glycol and 500 ice form plastic bags. 

An energy efficient freezer has low operating costs. 

Basic installation is required for self contained units whilst remote refrigeration units will require on site mounting 
and installation, including refrigerant gas charging by a refrigeration technician. 

Easy and clean operational freezer. 

This machine is a high return on investment for a small business opportunity. 

 

EXTERNAL FREEZER DIMENSIONS 

Height mm 1285 

Width mm 2250 

Depth mm 1125 

Gross weight kg 645 

                                        


